We show the presence of non-cyclic phases for oscillating neutrinos in the context of quantum field theory. Such phases carry information about the non-perturbative vacuum structure associated with the field mixing. By subtracting the condensate contribution of the flavor vacuum, the previously studied quantum mechanics geometric phase is recovered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much attention and study has been devoted in recent years to the phenomenon of neutrino mixing and oscillations since it offers the possibility to investigate new physics beyond the Standard Model of elementary particle physics, also involving hot issues in astro-particle physics and cosmology [1, 2, 3] . As a matter of fact, great experimental and theoretical achievements have been obtained and new horizons have been opened to be explored in future research. The mixing phenomenon also offers some features such as its connection with vacuum structure [4, 5, 6 ] and dark energy [7] , which certainly deserve further study and attention due to their physical relevance. Among such specific features, the one of the geometric phase [8, 9, 10] characterizing mixed neutrino evolution has been pointed out in Ref. [11] in the quantum mechanical (QM) framework (Pontecorvo's formalism) of neutrino mixing [1, 2, 3] .
In general, geometrical phases appear in many physical systems as an observable characterization of the system evolution. The phenomenological interest in the geometric phase in neutrino evolution arises since it is found [11] to be function only of the mixing angle which thus can be measured (at least in principle) independently from dynamical parameters such as masses and energies.
Other aspects of geometric phases associated to neutrino oscillations have been studied in Refs. [12, 13] . The generalization [14, 15, 16] of geometric phase to non-cyclic evolution, such as the case of three and four flavor mixing, has been also recently analyzed by using the QM formalism [17, 18] . Such a formalism is known to be an useful approximation of the quantum field theory (QFT) formalism which provides the correct theoretical setting for the study of particle mixing and oscillations [4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] .
Aim of the present paper is to study the Aharonov-Anandan geometric invariant in neutrino evolution in such a QFT formalism. We show that the QFT condensate leads to a non-cyclic time evolution of the flavor states and we compute the non-cyclic phases for oscillating neutrinos. The QM geometric phase is recovered by subtracting from the Hamiltonian the contributions from the vacuum condensate. Some light on both, the condensate structure of the vacuum of QFT neutrino mixing, and its quantum mechanical approximation is thus shed. Here we consider the case of two-flavor Dirac neutrino fields, although the conclusions we reach can be extended to the case of three flavors [21] and Majorana neutrinos [23] and to the case of mixed bosons [24] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we summarize the results on the geometric invariant obtained for oscillating neutrinos in the context of QM. We show that the geometric phase represents the distance along the evolution of the neutrino in the projective Hilbert space, as measured by the Fubini-Study metric. In Section III we study the geometric invariant and the non-cyclic phases for neutrino oscillations in the context of QFT and Section IV is devoted to discussions and conclusions. A brief summary of the vacuum structure for Dirac neutrino mixing is presented in Appendix A. In Appendix B are reported useful formulas.
II. GEOMETRY OF NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS IN QUANTUM MECHANICS
We want to study the Aharonov-Anandan geometric invariant [10] 
in the case of neutrino mixing. In this Section we summarize the results obtained in ref. [11] in the QM formalism for two Dirac neutrinos (the case of three neutrinos is discussed in [11, 17, 18] and will be commented upon in the following). We also study the invariant s in terms of Fubini-Study metrics. The mixing transformations are:
We focus our attention on the electron neutrino. Same discussion applies to the muon neutrino. For simplicity of notation, we omit the momentum suffix k, the helicity label r and use = 1 whenever no ambiguity arises. In the present case ∆E in Eq.
(1) is given by
where |ν e (t) and |ν µ (t) are the electron and the muon neutrino states at time t. |ν e (t) is given by
where Ω − ≡ ω 2 − ω 1 , H|ν i = ω i |ν i and ω i are the energies associated with the mass eingestates |ν i , with i = 1, 2.
Since at a time T = 2π/Ω − , the state is the same as the original one, apart from a phase factor:
one obtains [11] for t = nT
which is a function of the mixing angle only. We remark that the same result is obtained by observing that the phase φ contains a dynamical part and a geometric part β e [10]
For muon neutrinos we get β µ = 2 π cos 2 θ . We have β e + β µ = 2π. By considering the time interval (0, nT ), one thus sees that the geometric phase counts oscillations, i.e. after n oscillations the phase of the electron neutrino state is 2 π n sin 2 θ. Let us now analyze the invariant s in terms of the distance between states in the Hilbert space. The evolution of the Pontecorvo states |ν σ (t) , is governed by the Schrödinger equation From Eqs. (4) and (12) it follows:
Eq. (18) implies that ∆E e,µ in Eq. (7) (see also Eq. (4)) is nothing but the energy uncertainty (variance) given in Eq. (12) . We also have
The Fubini-Study metric [10] is defined as follows
where Z µ are coordinates in the projective Hilbert space P, which is the set of rays of the Hilbert space H. From Eqs. (11), (12) and (20), we have the infinitesimal geodetic distance between the points Π(|ν e (t) ) and Π(|ν e (t + dt) ) in the space P
In the case of the neutrino mixing, the above defined Fubini-Study metric is the usual metric on a sphere of unitary radius: 
Eq. (22) coincides with Eq. (7), which thus represents the distance between neutrino evolution states, as measured by the Fubini-Study metric, in the projective Hilbert space P. The case of three and four flavor mixing has been considered in Refs. [17, 18] where it has been shown that a generalization [14, 15, 16] of the geometric phase to non-cyclic evolution (non-cyclic phase or Pancharatnam phase) needs to be used in order to capture the geometric aspects of the neutrino phase in such cases. The definition for the non-cyclic phase adopted in Ref. [17] is
where, for example, in the case of a three-flavor electron neutrino state, σ = e, |ν e (t) = e −iω1t cos θ 12 cos θ 13 |ν 1 + e −iω2t sin θ 12 cos θ 13 |ν 2 + e −iω3t e −iδ sin θ 13 |ν 3 ,
with θ 12 and θ 13 mixing angles; δ is the CP violating phase and E (t) is given by
from which β ee is calculated [17] .
III. NON-CYCLIC PHASES FOR NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS IN QFT
We now study the Aharonov-Anandan geometric invariant in the context of QFT. For simplicity, we study only the case of two flavor mixing; three flavor mixing including CP violation will be analyzed elsewhere.
In a standard notation, the Dirac neutrino fields ν 1 (x) and ν 2 (x) with definite masses m 1 and m 2 , respectively, are written as
]).
The field mixing relations are
where ν e (x) and ν µ (x) are the Dirac neutrino fields with definite flavors. The generator of these mixing transformations is given by [4] 
At finite volume, G(θ, t) is an unitary operator,
, preserving the canonical anticommutation relations. The generator G −1 (θ, t) maps the Hilbert space H 1,2 for ν 1 , ν 2 fields to the Hilbert spaces for flavor fields H e,µ : G −1 (θ, t) : H 1,2 → H e,µ . In particular, for the vacuum |0 1,2 we have, at finite volume V :
|0 e,µ (t) is the vacuum for H e,µ , which we will refer to as the flavor vacuum. It is annihilated by the annihilation operators of ν e (x) and ν µ (x) neutrinos, α r k,σ (t)|0(t) e,µ = 0 = β r k,σ (t)|0(t) e,µ , with (σ, i) = (e, 1), (µ, 2) and
The non-trivial structure of the flavor vacuum is such that even in the simplest two flavor case, flavor neutrino states have a multiparticle component which makes non-cyclic the time evolution associated to them. Indeed at time t, the flavor states in the reference frame for which k = (0, 0, |k|) are:
where
, and
is the Hamiltonian normal ordered with respect to the vacuum |0 1,2 . It satisfies Eqs.(B1) -(B7) given in Appendix B, and : H : |ν i = ω k,i |ν i , with i = 1, 2. We have used the notation G(θ, t) = p G p (θ, t) = p s G p,s (θ, t) (cf. Eq. (29)). Note that in the flavor states, the multi-particle components disappear in the relativistic limit |k| ≫ √ m 1 m 2 , where |U k | 2 → 1 and |V k | 2 → 0 and the quantum mechanical Pontecorvo's states are recovered. Eqs. (35), (36) show that the non-cyclic time evolution of mixed neutrino states is due to the presence of two oscillation frequencies, namely Ω + and Ω − . Note however that the definition of the geometric phase given in Eq. (23) is not applicable in the QFT mixing formalism, since quantities like ν σ (t)|ν σ (t ′ ) , with t = t ′ , are zero in the infinite volume limit [22] . On the other hand, the geometric invariant defined in Ref. [10] (see Eq. (7)) is suitable for the present case since it is well defined in the case of non-cyclic time evolution and does not involve products of states at different times. We thus consider the quantities
where ∆E ≡ ∆E r k and σ, τ are labels specifying the states used in computing the uncertainties ∆E σ,τ in the integrals. We first compute ∆E σ,σ with σ = e, µ by using : H :. We have
By using Eqs.(B1), (B3), and (B2), (B4), we obtain
In analogy with Eq.(4) defined in QM, ∆E e,µ in QFT is given by
By defining, at time t, the multi-particle flavor states (their explicit expressions are given in Appendix A):
we have also the following non-zero expectation values:
whose explicit expressions are given in Appendix B.
Let us now note that ∆E 
Eqs.(47), (48) represent a generalization of the relation (18) to the case of QFT flavor states taking into account the multiparticle components due to the condensate structure of the flavor vacuum. The explicit expressions for s σ,τ , with σ, τ = e, µ, eμµ, µēe are given by:
From Eqs. (49)- (52) we see that in the relativistic limit, k ≫ √ m 1 m 2 , where |V k | → 0, |U k | → 1, we have s µēe,e = s eμµ,e = s µēe,µ = s eμµ,µ = 0. In such a limit, from Appendix B and Eqs. (40), (41), we have ∆E e,e = ∆E µ,µ = ∆E e,µ = Ω k − sin θ cos θ . In particular, if the time t is set t = 2nπ/Ω k − , the quantum mechanical result is consistently recovered and the geometric invariants s e,e = s µ,µ = s e,µ = 2nπ sin 2θ coincide with the one given in Eq. (7).
We point out that, since |0 1,2 and |0 e,µ are unitary inequivalent states in the infinite volume limit, two different normal orderings must be defined, respectively with respect to the vacuum |0 1,2 for fields with definite masses, as usual denoted by : ... :, and with respect to the vacuum for fields with definite flavor |0 e,µ , denoted by :: ... :: . The uncertainties ∆E σ,τ can be then computed by using : H : as done above or with :: H ::. The Hamiltonian normal ordered with respect to the vacuum |0 e,µ is given by ::
Considering now the expectation values of :: H :: on the flavor states given in Appendix B, we have ∆E e,µ = ν 
On the other hand, defining the uncertainties ∆ E σ,σ as
and by using the relations in Appendix B, we have ∆ E presented in Appendix B, we obtain that ∆E e,µ , ∆E µēe,e , ∆E eμµ,e , ∆E µēe,µ , ∆E eμµ,µ are also independent of the particular normal ordering used. This implies that the invariants of Eqs.(49)-(52) are independent of the normal ordering used.
From the above expectation values, we see that contributions from the flavor vacuum condensate have been eliminated. Indeed, Eqs.(57)-(59) coincide with Eqs. (14) , (15) and (4) derived in the QM case (see Section II). Moreover the uncertainties in the energy H ′ (t) of the multi-particle states (43), (44) are zero such as in QM. An invariant analogous to the one introduced in Section II, can be then defined as
In summary, in this paper we have calculated the non-cyclic phases for neutrino oscillations in the context of QFT, for the case of two flavors. In the relativistic limit, where the quantum mechanical approximation holds, the QM geometric phase is recovered. The above analysis is suitable for treatment of three flavor case (see Ref. [21] ) where however, differences due to the presence of CP violating phase are expected.
Questions not considered in the present paper, like the extension of the present and previous results to wavepacket formalism, or the suggestion of experimental setups by means of which geometric phases associated to neutrino oscillations could be detected are certainly interesting and deserve a separate analysis. where i, j = 1, 2 and i = j. We have:
The number of condensed neutrinos for each k is given by 
The explicit expression for |0 e,µ at time t = 0 in the reference frame for which k = (0, 0, |k|) is 
